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SJSU athlete
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Field narrowed to the final four
CSU trustees
to pick SJSU
president
on Monday

By Michelle Maitre and
Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Stall Writers

Four of the five candidates for president of
San Jose State University
will move up to the next
level in the selection
interviews
process
with the California State
University Board
of
Trustees.

One candidate, Wallace Loh, dean of the law
school at the University
of Washington, withdrew
from the presidential
race Monday morning
when he sent a letter
by fax to search committee chairman, Denny
Campbell.
Loh could not be
reached for comment
and representatives at

his office would not comment on his decision.
We don’t know anything at this time (about
Loh’s reasons for withdrawal)," said Steve
MacCarthy, director of
public affairs at the CSU
chancellor’s office.
The remaining four
candidates will meet,
individually, with the
board of trustees on

Monday in Long Beach at
the CSU Chancellor’s
office, MacCarthy said .
The trustees will then
select a
finalist, and
after conferring with
their choice, will name
the president Monday
afternoon or Tuesday
morning, he said.
The four candidates
See Nominees, page 8
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When winning is a losing proposition
By Heather Hayes
Spartan Daily Copy Editor

In a time marked by
budget cuts, frustrated
students and faculty, one
might wonder who would
want to be president of a
California State University

campus.
Many people might be
shouting,
"Not
me!,"
nationwide,
because
according to the American
Council on Education,
most college presidents
last fewer than seven

years on the job.
Before the sound of
shrinking budgets was
heard across the nation,
presidents
generally
stayed 10 or more years at
one institution.
The problem of keeping

presidents at CSU campuses is especially difficult.
Steve MacCarthy, director of public affairs at the
CSU Chancellor’s Office,
said the CSU is having difficulties retaining presidents. Since 1990, 10 of the

20 CSU campuses, including
Fresno,
Chico,
Fullerton and Hayward
have new presidents.
MacCarthy cited high
stress and low pay as reaSee Presidents, page 8

Students exposed
to Tuberculosis

Marching to the beat of a different drummer

Small risk for TB; but doctor urges test
By Shelley Spackman
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

JEANETTE HANNA SPARTAN

San Jose State University Marching Band Director Scott Pierson
directs the Marching Band during the homecoming football game

DALY

tailgate party. The band will be hosting a concert Wednesday
evening at the Event Center. See story pogo 3

Binge drinkers make life miserable on campus
By Brenda C. Coleman
AP Medical Writer

Nearly half of
CHICAGO
U.S. college students are binge
drinkers who make life miserable for much of the other half,
according to a survey.
campuses
on
"Students
where there’s a lot of binge
drinking are affected in a numincluding physiber of ways
cal assault, sexual harassment,

property damage and interrupted sleep or study time," said
Henry Wechsler, director of the
Alcohol Studies Program at
Harvard School of Public
Health.
His team surveyed 17,592 students on 140 campuses nationwide last year. Findings appear
In today’s Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Forty-four percent reported

binging on alcohol, defined as
downing five drinks in a row for
men or four in a row for women
on at least one occasion in the
two weeks before the survey.
Nineteen percent of all students
were frequent bingers, defined
as those who have had at least
three binges during the period.
Binge drinkers were seven
times as likely to have unprotected sex as a non -binge

drinker, 10 times as likely to
drive after drinking and 11
times as likely to fall behind in
school, the survey found.
At about one-third of the
schools, more than 50 percent
of students were hingers. At
another third, fewer than 35
percent were bingers.
At the big drinking schools,
sober students were twice as
See Drinking, page 5

As many as 750 students in
four different classes on campus may have been exposed to
tuberculosis, a contagious disease that affects a person’s respiratory system.
Warning letters are being distributed to students from the
affected classes this week by
San Jose State University’s
Student Health Service and the
Santa
Clara
County
Tuberculosis Control Program.
"This is not an epidemic,"
said Dr. Robert Latta, director
of the SJSU Student Health
Service. "This is a single suspicious case that hasn’t even
been completely identified."
The county’s Tuberculosis
Control Program notified the
Student Health Service on Nov.
30 that an SJSU student had
some evidence of infection with
the disease.
As a precaution, both organizations have joined together to
issue a warning to those students who may have been
exposed to be screened for the
disease.
"Because tuberculosis is a
disease that requires many
hours of close contact for trans-

mission," Latta said, "I believe
students are at very little risk.
We just have an obligation and
a responsibility to warn students and protect a student’s
health."
Free tuberculosis screenings
will be offered by the Student
Health Center and the Santa
Clara County Immunization
Clinic for those students at risk.
The screenings should be
done within the next few
months, according to Latta.
"Since there is a low risk of
contact," Latta said, "students
can come in for screening after
finals or within the first few
months of the spring semester."
Tuberculosis is spread mainly
through the air and occasionally by ingestion through contaminated foods and utensils,
according to The Concise
Columbia Encyclopedia.
It primarily affects the lungs.
although the intestine, joints
and other parts of the body
may also become infected.
include fever,
Symptoms
weakness and loss of appetite.
The university wants the
campus community to be
informed, said Lori Stahl, director of public affairs at SJSU. She
said there is no reason to panic

Creative commerce

Academic Senate looks at requiring ethnic studies class
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The Academic Senate was
presented with a report Monday
from the Task Force on Cultural
Pluralism and Ethnic Studies.
The task force, headed by
Randall C. Jimenez of MexicanAmerican Studies, Is recommending
San
Jose
State

University require students to
take a course in ethnic studies
before graduating.
The task force has worked on
the study since June, Jimenez
said. The committee also recommended that the new course
follow guidelines outlined by
the committee, and that all SJSU
faculty be required to take a

series of workshops or seminars designed to enhance their
ability to meet the educational
needs of the multicultural student body on campus.
Further suggestions were:
MI That the proposed graduation requirement be met by an
upper division course.
IN The requirement be in

addition to and not a replacement of the current cultural
pluralism general education
requirement
III The addition of the ethnic
studies requirement be done
within current unit requirements.
This requirement should
See Senate, page 5
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Kimberly Tong, left, and Erika Sanchez examine art which will
be on sale today from 8 a m to 8 p m in a booth across from
the Spartan Bookstore The sale benefits SJSU art students
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Writer’s Forum

Young athletes feel
parental pressure
Growing up in a sports-dominated household
environment, my dad would reminisce about his
younger, roving days. High school football comebacks, track and field sprints to the finish line,
and boxing glories were things of the past. But
they were always present for me.
My dad never did make it to the next level of
competition; the big time. I think that’s the reason why he would occasionally say, "Which one
of you three boys will become the star quarterback of the family?"
Not long ago I saw Richard Williams, the father
of 14-year-old tennis prodigy Venus Williams,
explain in a televised interview that his daughters’ map of life had been drawn out before she
was born. In other words, he decided she was
going to become a professional tennis player; no
ifs, ands or buts allowed.
Venus defeated Shaun Stafford in her first professional tennis match at the recent Bank of the
West Classic.
Parents. like Richard Williams, possess a "me
first" personality trait; a vicarious, greedy mentality that pressures children to become something they aren’t or don’t want to be.
Venus’ father vowed to never "prostitute" his
daughters by turning them pro before they turn
16. That did not happen.
But when you live in Compton, Calif., home of
the Los Angeles riots and massive gang artillery
attacks, you’ll do anything to get out. Please, not
at the expense of children, though.
The Williams are on the brink of receiving
between $5-7 million in endorsements next year.
Hey, is that Richard I see laughing all the way to
the bank?
I have no problem with parents who want
nothing but the best for their children. But when

Staff Reporier

it boils over to the extreme point where parents
cease to realize the negative effects of their
behavior and prep their young ones into becoming the next Michael Jordan or Martina
Navratilova, that’s where the buck should lie
down dead.
Venus Williams doesn’t want to end up like
Todd Marinovitch, the former University of
Southern California and Los Angeles Raiders
quarterback, whose fervent father, Marv, molded
him to be the next great icon football QB. After a
self-destructive revolt a few years back, Todd is
now out of the National Football League.
What’s so sad is that children don’t want to let
their parents down. They feel the need to live up
to their parents’ every grant and wish. They will
endure the rigorous schedules even though they
may feel trapped; succumbing to the pressure of
trying to be the best.
Sometimes the only avenue of escape for
young athletes is to fabricate an injury; shearing
the puppet master’s strings of compelling influence. This excuse for not participating may backfire and leave physicians with no clinical findings
of the athletes so-called injury." Hence, even
support is nullified by outside forces.
There are parents who try to accomplish their
personal goals through their children; making
them become something they never were. Thus,
children tend to believe their only self-worth
comes from the playing field.
Well, my brothers and I never turned out to be
the next Joe Montana and we haven’t heard a
word since.
My prayers go out to the many young athletes,
especially you Venus Williams, who live under
aggressive, intense parental pressure. May
God bless.

Origin of Christmas misunderstood
I would like to address the
recent letters to the editor that
have appeared in the Spartan
Daily over the last few weeks.
There have been several opinions expressed regarding the
appropriateness of certain religious symbols being displayed
at this time of year. One side is
arguing that the birth of Christ
is the original reason for
Christmas. so of course the
nativity scene belongs at
Christmas in the Park.
The other side is upset that
by displaying symbols traditionally associated with Christmas, Christians are violating the
laws governing the separation
of church and State.
I am very surprised that col-

lege students can be this naive. Jesus Christ was crucified and
Winter celebrations have been then rose from the dead.
I am not suggesting that
around a lot longer than
Christ was never born, never
Christianity.
The symbols of Santa Claus, died, and never rose from
Saint Nick, or Father Christmas the dead.
lam saying that to claim these
(not Christian saints, by the
way) and his reindeer, the deco- events are the reasons we now
rated evergreen tree, snowmen, have these holidays is narrowand the exchange of gifts with minded.
I think it is time to appreciate
children have been associated
with a winter festival since Christmas and other holidays
before the Christians had adopt- for what they really are; very
ed it as their celebration of old celebrations that have
evolved to the current holidays,
Jesus’ birth.
The early followers of Christ rich with cultural and family
did this to avoid persecution tradition
Nobody should be offended
because it was illegal to practice
Christianity. This was also done by that.
with Easter, the spring celebration of fertility and renewal,
Jamie Carr
by
was
adopted
which
SISU Graduate
Christians as the weekend that
of

I am writing in response to
the letter to the University, written by Ken Blase that appeared
in the Spartan Daily Nov. 17. The
previous
letter
addressed
issues of the Daily that published material that was, to say
the least, controversial.
In particular was the publication of an ad challenging the
Holocaust Museum to prove
that the victims of the
Holocaust were put to death in
gas ovens,
Personally, I find the content
of the ad abhorrent, but what is
even more deplorable is the
lack of response it received
from the student body. There
are over 30,000 students on this
campus and not one responded
to this blatant advertisement
that challenges one of the

darkest periods of world
history.
I am not going to argue the
validity of the claims from
either side. History has proven
to me that the Holocaust did
happen, and the advertising
staff should be commended in
taking such a bold and controversial step.
For the citizens of this country and students on this campus, the right to speak, write,
travel and criticize the government freely is expected. The
intention of the controversial ad
was an invitation to debate
the issue. The lack of response
is scarier than the content of
the ad.
It is dangerous when we start
to be complacent and uninterested in the issues before us.
Individuals will speak out on
issues, regardless of how

despised the issues are.
When there is no dissent by
the majority, it can be disastrous. If we do not defend our
views and squelch the outlandish ideas of the radical
minority, there may be a time
when it will be too late.
This is best summed up in the
haunting words of Martin
Niemoeller:
"First they came for the
socialists, and I did not speak
because I was not a
out
socialist. Then they came for
the trade unionists, I did not
speak out because I was not a
trade unionist. Then they came
for the Jews, and I did not speak
because I was not a Jew.
out
Then they came for me and
there was no one left to speak
for me."
Victoria Stevens
Senior. SJSU

The Word from Elysium

Possible HIV vaccine IS
A
must be researched
The Human Immuno-deficiency Virus is a scary
thing. In spite of all the research, there is still no
cure. In spite of all the precautions, no one is
entirely safe ... well, almost no one.
There was an accident. It blew the field of AIDS
research wide open.
Early on in the epidemic, an infected person
donated blood in Australia. Several people
received transfusions from this person. They
were all infected with HIV.
After more than a decade, none of these people
show the slightest indication of developing AIDS.
Other people began exhibiting similar immunity.
A natural vaccine for HIV had been found.
It wasn’t long before scientists discovered why
these particular strains of wild HIV provide protection against the dangerous types. It seems that
through natural mutation, and HIV mutates very
quickly, several varieties arose that were not
dangerous.
Several of the RNA segments that make up HIV
genetic material were either missing or non-functional (HN is a retro-virus which means it uses
RNA instead of DNA to carry its genetic
information).
These strains of HIV develop so slowly that the
human body has a chance to fight off the infection
and develop immunity to the more deadly
varieties.
OK, so there is a means to fight the black death
of the 20th century. There is a vaccine. It appears
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The FBI Uniform Crime Report for 1993,
released Sunday, indicated the national combined rate for property crime and violent crime
showed a 3.1 percent decline compared to the
previous year.
As a reader, you might say this is a cause to celebrate. But don’t hold your breath because you
will be disappointed if you read all the statistics.
In 1993, a total of 40.6 rapes were committed
per 100,000 residents, down from the previous
year of 42. Robbery declined from 270 per 100,000
residents to 255.8 and homicide showed a drop
from 10.0 to 9.5.
Although the figures represent a positive
change, the overall number of 14.1 million reported crimes illustrates the situation is still out of
control. The number of murders has also continued to grow to a staggering 24,526, 3.2 percent
higher than two years ago.
There is also disturbing news about a growing
trend. Unlike in the past, you should be concerned about falling victim through random
killing by a stranger rather than a family member
or a friend.
An abundant amount of resources has been
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Marketing Manager

Etc. Photo Editor
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staff reporter

allocated, ambitious programs developed and
tough legislation passed with the objective to
reduce the rising crime rate. Increasing the number of police officers on the street, banning
assault weapons, passing tough sentences on
repeat offenders have been tried in the fight
against crime.
Although the effort should be applauded, filling
up jails has not deterred criminal acts. Despite
continually pumping billions of dollars, the ironic
solution still offered by law enforcement agencies
and politicians remain the same: More resources
are needed to reduce the crime rate.
Quick-fix programs and solutions have only
produced so far modest successes. In the past,
various governmental programs at the cost of billions of dollars have been implemented. They
drew criticism and failed because the resources
were allocated towards the wrong programs.
Poverty, dysfunctional families, isolation and
neglect should not be used as excuses for committing crimes. We must start looking at the total
picture and commit ourselves to devise a wellcoordinated long-term strategy to tackle the various social ills contributing to criminal acts.
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to confer total immunity, but only further scientific testing can confirm this.
Why hasn’t the HIV vaccine made front-page
news? Because it hasn’t been tested yet. Because
it will never be tested and it will never be used.
Because of politics.
In order to prove the HIV vaccine is effective, it
will require at least a 40-year follow-up after vaccination. The people vaccinated will have to
be exposed to the deadly strains from time
to time.
There are populations in Central Africa and
Southeast Asia where the probability of contracting HIV approaches 100 percent. There are prisoners on death row in the United States. There
are many viable test subjects available for the
research.
In the case of some Central African populations,
the vaccine testing offers the only chance of
avoiding AIDS and could save thousands of lives.
Even if the vaccine turns out to only delay the
onset of AIDS, the Central Africans will have lived
longer than they otherwise would have.
However, if anything at all goes wrong, it will be
considered the researchers’ fault. It is much safer
to do nothing about the vaccine and hope that a
cure is found, considering the massive political
ramifications.
And so we continue living in the plague era,
hoping for a cure because now that there is a vaccine, it seems no one has the nerve to try it.
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WAX
Assodated Students
Prognun Board
Characteristics Woricshop with
Phillip Walker, 1:30 p.m., Hal
Todd Theatre. Call 924-6261.
Black AManoe of Scientists
& Engine=
I6 p.m., ENG 35& Call
BuhvetulyRon
Club
Meeting, 12:30pmEI104, Call
Lam Stunning, 2910183.
library Donations & Sales
Book Sale, 10 am.-2 p.m.,
MIN 408. Call 9242705.
&
Development
Assodation
Meeting, 1230 p.m., SH 238. Call
Amy, 924-4704.
Maritefliv Club
Speaker Meeting, 4306 p.m., BC
200. Call Benita (415) 960-3056.
College of Education
(Bementary/Special Education)
Multiple Subjects & Learning
Handicaps Concurrent Credential Advisement, 3-4 p.m.,
SH 334. Call Mary, 924-3720.
School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Exhibits,
10 a.m.-4 p.m.., ART &IND Bldgs.
Call 924-4330.
School of Journalism
& Mass Communications
December Graduation Ticket

Sales ($12), DBH Lobby. Call
Tanya. 924-7911
Sigma Theta Psi
Last Meeting of Semester, 7 p.m.,
MH 235. Call 9442643.
SJSU Microbiology Club
Christmas Bake Sale,
7:30 ant-230 p.m., DH Lobby.

Markv Club
Speaker MWirw, 2-3p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room, Call Hyde
287-8351.
’Sc
Sun
Computers-Computers
Roadshow, 11:45- 1:15 p.m., 9th
st. by Student Union, Call Don
Tanner 924-2334.
Model United Nations
Pot luck party, 4-6 p.m.,
Guadalupe Room Student
Union, Call Neda 510-460-2137.

Spattan Marthing Band
Scholarship Benefit Concert
Featuring Spartan Dancers &
SJSU Color Guard ($3), 7:30 p.m.,
Event Center. Call Scott,
9244641
Student Union
25th Annual Holiday Faire,
9 am.-5 p.m., SU. Call 924-6314.

Pre-law
Constitutional meeting, 6-7:30
p.m., HGH 223, Call Hon Tram
370-7951.
SJSU Student Health Brown
Bag Series
Topic: Menopause,12:15-1p.m.,
live !RC 308 or may be viewed in
MB 208, Call Linda Elvin 9242623.

thiamin
ASCE/AGC
End of semester BBQ, 5-7 p.m.,
Engr 150, Call Kathy 9243900.

School of Art and Design
Student Galleries Art Exhibits,
10 am.- 4 p.m., Art and
Industrial Studies Bldgs., Call
Marla 924-4330.

CAIMECA PRGIECT
Meeting, 6 p.m., Chicano
Resource Center. Call Patty 2796917.
Aube Lusitania
Portuguese Club Meeting, noon,
Montalvo Room Student Union.

School of Journalism and
Mass Communications
Dec. Graduation tickets sales
$12.00, noon-4 p.m., Dwight
Bente! Hall(near trophy case),
Call Tanya924-7913.

DSA
Last meeting, 12-1 p.m.,
Costanoan mom Student Union,
Call Irene Sunberg 510,846-4902.

Theatre Art/Dance Dept.
Images of Dance", through
Dec 10 at 8 p.m., HGH103 Hal
Tod Theatre, Call Eli7aheth
Price 924-5041.

GALA
, 12:30 p.m., SH 238. Call
1)*e
A
Amy,

T’ai chi grand master
to give demonstration
By Nancie Gruber
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Grand master Qingzhou Chen
will be on campus today to
demonstrate and talk about the
Chinese martial art of t’ai chi
(pronounced tie-chee).
Chen, who is visiting from
China, will give a brief history
and demonstration of what is
known as "Chen-style" t’ai chi
from 2:30 p.m. to 3:20 p.m. in
Spartan Complex, room 44B.
The event will then move to
room 89 in the complex, where
Chen will give further demonstrations and answer questions
from the audience, said ChiHsiu Daniel Weng, a visiting professor in the human performance department. The second
session will last an hour.
The second session is probably for people who want to get
into t’ai chi in depth, Weng said.
T’ai chi has different functions - for health, well-being
and for martial arts, he said.
master
"This
particular
(Chen) is famous for the martial
arts application."
Chen began training t’ai chi
with his father in an attempt to
cure the stomach and heart diseases he has suffered from

’This particular
master (Chen) is
famous for the
martial arts
application.’
Chi-Hsiu Daniel Weng
totting protestor",
human pet-forma,,,,. department

since childhood. He has been
teaching the sport for 31 years.
This is his first trip outside of
China.
Bringing a grand master such
as Chen to campus will give
beginners a reference point and
give them motivation to go further, Weng said.
Chen’s visit to San Jose State
University was organized by the
campus Center for International
Sport and Human Performance.
The center’s mission is to promote cross-national and crosscultural interaction of individuals and ideas related to sport
and human performance.
"Our center is organizing
many events to improve the
communication between the
United States and China
through t’ai chi," said Gong
Chen, assistant director of the

center and assistant professor
of human performance.
Weng introduced the sport to
SJSU three years ago. Originally
there was one section of the
class, but it has since expanded
to three.
T’ai chi combines meditation,
light exercise and body awareness, Weng said. Some people
describe it as "swimming in the
air."
It helps people emotionally
and spiritually and may get rid
of stress, Weng said.
"Most people do it for health
and well-being" he said, "instead of for the purpose of selfdefense."
Weng said t’ai chi is basically
philosophy, and people
express
this
philosophy
through movement.
"That’s why a lot of people
come to take t’ai chi. They are
trying to experience the
Eastern philosophy by doing it
instead of going to the library
to study it."
The demonstration is free for
SJSU students, faculty and staff.
"I hope this will let people
know about the subject of t’ai
chi," Weng said, "and more people will take the course."

Dec.10th & 11th

Earthquake
strikes near
San Jose
SAN JOSE (AP) - A mild
earthquake shook the San
Francisco Bay area Tuesday
night, but there were no
reports of damage or Injuries,
authorities said.
The quake struck at 7:21
p.m. and measured 3.8 In magnitude, said Lu Page, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Geological
Survey in Menlo Park.
The epicenter of the quake
was about 11 miles east of San
Jose In the Alum Rock area. It
was likely centered on the
Calaveras Fault, said Page.
"It’s a seismically active
area," she said.
The quake was felt as far
north as San Francisco, about
45 miles north of San Jose.
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tins, Ireland, and Scotland.
"The marching band exposes
students to many different
styles of music," Tyler Dempsey,
a marching band instructor,
said in an earlier interview.
The band usually rehearses
three days a week, two and a
half hours per day.
Pierson said "Jingle Bell Jam"
- a jazzy arrangement of "Jingle
Bells" - will be performed.
Pierson said this concert
allows the marching band to be
seen in a different light.
"(The concert) will take place

in a more Intimate setting (the
Event Center)," Pierson said.
"Everyone at the concert will
have a good seat."
The concert will consist of
four costume changes.
Tickets are $3 for students.
All the money from the tickets
will benefit the marching band
scholarship fund. The concert
will last over an hour.
Amanda Harbesty, a dancer in
the band, is looking forward to
the concert. "I’m excited because
it’s our last performance of the
semester," she said.

Juice Club is a convenient
health food restaurant
offering a wide variety of
fresh blended -to-order
smoothies, fresh squeezed
juices, and healthy snacks.
It’s an idea whose time has
come, and Juice Club has
come to San Jose!

Now Open!
lee

At .guice Club smoothies are our specialty With every
Juice Club smoothie you get a choice of two free Club
Additions, such as wheat germ or calcium, to customize
your smoothie to your particular diet. Make the switch
away from high -fat, empty-calorie fast food to a refreshing
and nutritious meal at Juice Club. We not only satisfy health
conscious individuals, but also provide delicious products
for everyone to enjoy. Juice Club It’s all your body wants.

-quice Club
Santa Teresa Shopping Center
848-B Blossom Hill Road San Jose
225-2582 (cLus), .
-.,3*
’

V I,

Need Money?i
The College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is offering 11
111
Scholarships, each $500.
* You Must *
...Have an overall G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
...Have an SJSU G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
...Have a Major G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
...Not be graduating in Spring ’95
...Be enrolled in an undergraduate major in one of the
following programs of Applied Sciences and Arts:
Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism/Mass Communications

Nursing
Nutrition/Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation/Leisure Studies
Technology

Deadline: March 3,1995

WORLD CUP SKATE WARDING
PRO STREET comilmnoN

CRITERIUM
ROAD
Trial aod Heat Race Format
I IftW

CYCLOCROSS ST11.1

DUALATHLON

San Jose State University’s
marching band will perform
Wednesday evening in the Event
Center.
The concert will feature musicians, dancers and color guards
from the marching band.
Scott Pierson, the director
of the marching band, is looking forward to the concert.
"They’re really fun to watch," he
said. "Many of the selections
will be from football games."
The band’s music will contain
Influences from Brazil, Argen-

For More Info Contact the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-2900 or,
see your Student Affairs Representative. 4
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Watching, instead of playing for the men’s basketball team, is the most painful part of the injury for Roy Hammonds. Hammonds said the ligament tear itself doesn’t hurt that much .

Shooting for the
Dream
story and photos by Brian Wachter
Special to the Spartan Daily

pist, agreedthough after a five-day absence
Roy was ready.
Last season, he came off the bench for the from the training room over Thanksgiving
San Jose State University men’s basketball she said he "needs to be more adamant
about his treatment."
team as a junior college transfer his first
"I can do the exercises and the icing for
year with the team.
This season, 6-foot-7-inch power forward the knee at home without having to limp into
Roy Hammonds had a starting spot and the the training room," Hammonds said.
His defensiveness may be based in experipromise of a huge year before him.
Spartan Coach Stan Morrison, who has ences he had as a younger player.
"Where I went to junior college, guys
been a basketball coach since 1967, told the
Mercury News before this season that would mess with you if you were injured,
Hammonds is the best power forward he’s saying things like: ’You’re faking it’, or something," he said.
ever had.
Hammonds waited three weeks after hurtThat was before Hammonds slammed into
sophomore Sam Allen a few days into train- ing the knee to return to practice.
ing camp. He tore the medial collateral liga"It’s hard because I don’t want the guys to
feel sorry for me,"
ment in his left knee
he said.
which will keep him off
As a senior
the court at least six
expected to provide
weeks.
leadership,
"I couldn’t believe it
team
feels
Hammonds
was tornI have virtuespecially vulneraally no pain," he said.
"Sometimes, I still
ble because of his
injury.
think it’s OK because I
can’t
"You
can put my full (245the
lead
from
pound) weight on it."
bench," he said. Yet
This is more a testapractice
during
ment to Hammonds’ The knee has been the weak link for many
college athletes.
Thursday, he said
desire to play than to
"good shot" to varithe recuperative powers of his knee: He said it swelled almost to ous players at least ten times and took forthe size of one of his massive thighs after the ward Terence Wilborn aside for some tips on
his post-up moves.
collision.
Center Mike Brotherton said Hammonds’
The blow struck especially hard because
Hammonds said his legs are the source of his character and demeanor are missing ingredients during the practices.
game.
"We could use him around here more,"
"I’ve always been a great leaper," he said.
Last season in a pivotal win against UNLV, Brotherton said.
During its two pre-season games to date
Hammonds put his signature on the game
blocking a Kebu Stewart dunk attempt. His both losses the team missed Hammonds’
above-the-rim play inspired fans to yell often rebounding and high energy level,
Brotherton said.
for his entry into subsequent games.
Though he can’t be more specific because
During the time he Is forced to sit,
of NCAA eligibility rules, Hammonds has rea- Hammonds hopes to augment these qualities
son to believe professional scouts would by improving his ball-handling skills.
"I’ve never been a good passer," he said.
have been in the stands this season.
He hopes to play in the NBA or Europe After shedding his massive knee brace next
after graduating next year. Hammonds gives week, he said he’ll be working on shooting
and passing every day. "Bigger players can
himself credit for his hard work.
"I made me what I amnobody did the
shoot and pass in the NBA," he said.
work for me. Some players say: ’Oh, I need
And even If his knee Injury prevents him
from ever playing big-time basketball, he
you coach’ or whatever, but I don’t."
It is this self-reliance that is fueling his says he will remain undaunted.
"I apply ’adapt and overcome’ to every sitcomeback from Injury.
"Healing has to come from within," he uation," said Hammonds, a child psychology
major. "My parents taught me that."
said.
Heidi Simon, Hammonds’ physical thera-

ABOVE:
As a senior, Hammonds
said he prefers leading
his teammates by
example while shouting
encouragement from
the bench.
LEFT:
Hammonds’ leaping
ability is the basis for
his game, but he said
improvements in ball
handling and shooting
will be necessary to elevate his game to the
NBA level.

’I couldn’t believe
it was torn I have
virtually no pain.
Sometimes I still
think it’s OK,
because I can put
my full (245-pound)
weight on it.’
Roy Hammonds
SJSU men’s basketball forward

Hammonds, center, compares injuries with teammate Brad Mcknight, who severely injured his
ankle in practice Thursday.
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Senate
From page 1
be put into effect for graduation
by fall, 1997.
Political science Professor
Kenneth Peter asked the Senate
not to prejudge the report, and
"give the system a chance to
work."
"We looked at students and
what they learn about cultural
pluralism and ethnic studies,"
Peter said, "and what they
should know."
The task force was created in
the summer in response to students who met with former
Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund in the spring of 1993.
The students felt they were
being discriminated against,
and experiencing prejudice and
isolation on campus.
Hearings and student surveys were conducted and studied by the research and curriculum committee of the SJSU
Academic Senate in the fall of
1993 and the spring of 1994.
Also presented at the meeting
was a planned "sense of the senate resolution on Proposition
187," sponsored by Associate
Professor Chris Jochim.
The resolution was a response to the new law denying
public services to illegal aliens
by a loosely-knit group of teachers on campus known as the
faculty for social responsibility.
The resolution asks for a
repeal of the law through democratic means and for the Senate
at SJSU to declare its solidarity
with those administrators, faculty and staff who decline to
cooperate in enforcing the provisions of Proposition 187, as a
matter of personal conscience.
The senate adjourned before
the resolution could be presented, but it will be on the
agenda at the next senate meeting in the spring.
"I think that we are morally
obliged to undertake non-cooperation with a law which is illconceived and immoral," Jochim said in an earlier interview.
"If the university gives the
green light to 187," Jochim said,
"and individuals such as myself
don’t cooperate, it is a kind of
civil disobedience. We are refusing to obey a law on purpose."
The resolution, Jochim said,
is a statement telling the university how some faculty members feel. The university is not
obligated to change its policy.

Drinking
From page 1
likely as those at the lowest level schools to be insulted or
humiliated; to be pushed, hit
or assaulted; and to experience unwanted sexual advances from drinking students.
They were also about 2 1/2
times as likely to sustain property damage; to end up taking
care of a drunken student; and
to have their study or sleep
interrupted because of classmates’ drinking.
Katharine C. Lyall,
president of University of
Wisconsin System, agreed.
"We have a host of orientation programs and counseling
programs that are directed at
the binge drinkers, but quite
frankly they’ve not been very
successful," said Lyall, who
chaired the advisory board for
the Harvard study.
Jacob Talbott, a freshman at
Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, said off-campus
bars that pull students in with
discount pitchers of beer make
matters worse.
"They’ve got all those specials at the bars on weekdays,
so that’s when everybody
goes," Talbott said.
Jeffrey Merrill, vice president
of the Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia
University in New York, said
the study "provides a tremendous amount of evidence
about the need to rethink this
whole problem on college campuses."
"It’s not a call for abstinence, but it’s a call for changing the whole culture," he said.
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So. California assemblyman registers
as an Independent to support Brown
Paul
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Horcher started the week as a
Republican. Richard Mountjoy
is supposed to be in the state
Senate.
Now the two San Gabriel
Valley assemblymen are central
figures in the fight to elect a
speaker of the California
Assembly.
Horcher was branded a
"political whore" after he
stunned fellow Republicans on
Monday by switching party registration to independent and
voting for Democrat Willie
Brown. That made the speakership vote 40-40 between Brown
and Republican Jim Brulte.

Now Mountjoy is the only person standing between Brown
and another term as speaker.
The Republican from Arcadia
was elected to both the
Assembly and Senate on Nov. 8,
but is refusing to resign from
the Assembly until Brulte is
elected speaker.
If or when Mountjoy leaves to
take his Senate seat, Brown
could have a 40-39 majority to
become speaker.
This isn’t the first time
Horcher and Mountjoy have
been linked in controvery.
Last summer, they ran against
each other in a special election
to fill the seat vacated when

*Winter Session Jan. 3 - Jan. 29

state Sen. Frank Hill was convicted of political corruption.
Mountjoy won.
Mountjoy and Horcher, of
Whittier, are from adjoining
Assembly districts. But they are
very different in politics, background and interests.
Horcher, 43, is an urbane but
taciturn lawyer who has worked
in South Africa, Saudi Arabia
and Iran, speaks seven languages and is married to
Vietnamese immigrant Van Thu
Lee. He calls himself a moderate
Republican who is pro-choice
and supports environmental
issues.
Mountjoy, 62, is a contractor

whose hobbies include flying
his own airplane, hunting and
fishing. A combative conservative, he was elected to the
Assembly as one of the
"Proposition 13 babies" in 1978,
when voters also approved that
property-tax-cutting initiative.
Mountjoy was one of the chief
backers of Proposition 187, the
initiative passed last month by
voters to deny state services to
illegal immigrants.
Throughout his Assembly
tenure, Mountjoy has been in
the GOP caucus leadership. He
is known for his tenacious pursuit of conservative causes.
In the past year, he ceaseless-

ly but unsuccessfully tried
to amend other legislators’ bills
to deny public school, health
and welfare services to immigrants.
Horcher, first elected in 1990,
earned the GOP caucus’ enmity
two years ago when he allowed
Brown to appoint him vice
chairman of the budget -writing
Ways and Means Committee.
The GOP leaders wanted someone else.
Horcher said in a statement
Monday that he was switching
registration because "the right
wing of the Republican Party
is in control of the Assembly
Republican caucus."

America
In
Movie
#1
The
Daredevil Fun."
Delirious,
"Explosive.
Richard Corliss TIME

LEWIS
WOODY HARRELSON JIILIE171JONES
ROBERT DOWNEY JR. and TOMMY LEE

SpartAerolotes
Step Aerobics

admission $1.00

Camlio Funk
Water Fitness
Body Toning

student union ballroom

tonight!
7:Sm

Registration Ends Jan. 6.
No Classes Jan. 16.
Stop by Student Activities for registration form by Jan 6.
Classes held in the Event Center. Free key chain when you
sign-up. Call A.S. Campus Recreation for more info.

campus
recreation
student activities

SJSU

924-5950
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Paramount l’arks is holding auditions to cast the upcoming
1995 show season at Paramount’s Great America in Santa Clara
California!
1995 will feature contemporary dance and music revues,
costume character shows, roving bands, vocal groups and
a comedic/improyisational actor program featuring 1,4,1,11
Star Trekfi aliens
We need experienced singers, dancers, actors, costume
character performers, instrumentalists, technicians and variety
performers of all types’
For more information write or call:
Paramount’s Great America
P.O. Box 1776, Santa Clara, California 95052
408.988.1776
SAN JOSE, CA
Sunday. December 1, 14114
San Jose Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Hall
1717 Technology Drive
Instrumentalists
I 00
Singers, Actors,
2w
Technician,.
Variety Performers
010
Dancers

SAN JOSE, CA
Sunday December I. 1441
San Jose Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Dail
1717 Tethoology Drive
trutrurnentalists
11 OD
100
Singers, Actors.
TeChnICIA/16.
Variety

1 10

Performers

Dancers

AUDITIONS
TM
C 1994 Paramount Parks Inc S and 0 1991 Par.smount Pictures
Star Ttek is a registeredtradernark of Paramount Pictures All Rights Reserved
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MAKE YOUR OWN
WINTER
WONDERLAND
MAKE RESPONSIBLE CHOICES!

HAPPY
WINTER
BREAK
THE PEP CENTER WISHES
YOU A SAFE WINTER BREAK

xpi

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

WINTER
1995
TOUCHTONE
REGISTRATION
ENDS
DECEMBER 9TH

p

GET YOUR FREE
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES!
Continuing Education,
ADM 107
Student Union
information Center

PEP Center 924-5945
Administration Building 222A
Prevention services for alcohol and other drugs:
and date and acquaintance rape

Admissions and Records
Assessment Center

A
41=1.
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Defense cuts proposed
by Senate Republicans

Not beautiful yet...

WASHINGTON (AP)
Sen.
John McCain and John Warner
want to cut funds for the B-2
bomber, restrict expansion of
the national guard and reserves
and go after some military construction projects so other
defense spending can be
increased.
Among other things, the proposals outlined Monday by the
newly powerful Republican
members of the Armed Services
Committee would cut spending
designed only to keep certain

weapons producers from closing, reduce the number of
defense department executive
Jets, trim $1.5 billion In defense
conversion funding, and do
away with such projects as a
wild horse roundup at the
White Sands, N.M., missile
range and improvement of
Mississippi River charts.
High on their cut list is a $125
million appropriation approved
earlier this year to study
whether the Pentagon should
buy more B-2 Stealth bombers.

The Top 10 Reasons to ride the
Highway 17 Express Bus Service:
You can get caught up on your sleep on the way.
You’ll cut down on transportation costs: gas, repairs, etc.
You don’t have to search for a parking space at SJSU.
There will be 9:15 and 10:15 p.m. for night students.
You’ll meet fun & interesting people on the bus.
(Maybe even Mr./Ms. Right!)
You’ll be doing your part to improve air quality.
You’ll save wear & tear on your car.

FRANK CAVA SPARTAN DAILY

You’ll reduce your stress level by letting a professional
driver deal with the jerks on the road.

The dismantled San Carlos Street has been turned into a huge mud puddle from recent rain storms that have swept through the Bay area.

You can study on the bus. (that’s 10 extra hours a week’)
You don’t have to walk alone to the bus stop. Just
call on any of the blue -light phones on campus to
have an escort walk with you.

Former associate Attorney General, Clinton friend pleads guilty
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) A
disgraced Webster Hubbell,
confidant to President Clinton
and once the nation’s thirdhighest law enforcement official, pleaded guilty Tuesday to
defrauding his former law partners and clients of nearly
$400,000.
Hubbell’s voice cracked with
emotion as he entered guilty
pleas to two felony charges that
ended a remarkable fall from
government power.
Under a plea bargain, Hub-

bell, 46, will cooperate with
Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
Starr’s wide-ranging investigation into the business activities
of the Clintons and other prominent Arkansans.
Starr declined to comment on
a likely sentence but said he
was "looking forward" to
Hubbell’s cooperation.
Lawyers familiar with the
probe have told The Associated
Press that Starr intends to question Hubbell about whether the
Clinton administration exer-

cised any political interference
in the early investigations that
spawned the Whitewater affair.
The administration has denied
any such interference.
As a key member of Clinton’s
transition team and later No.
3 official in the Justice Department, Hubbell was privy to
the most private conversations
inside the administration. And
as a government contractor
in the late 1980s, he also
had access to the internal
records of the failed Arkansas

savings and loan that is a central focus of the Whitewater
probe.
"I deeply regret that my
actions have afflicted my family
and friends and those who have
placed me in a position of
trust," the former associate
attorney general said in federal
court Tuesday.
"I know today is a very
painful day for them. If the consequences of my action were
only mine, this could be easier
but they’re not," he said.

Departing Third & San Fernando Streets (near Bank Of America)
single fare: $2.25 day pass: $4.50 sold on the bus
monthly pass: $55 at the Event Center ticket office

phone 321-2300 or 425-6800
for schedule information.

?A Ilona Sludpol limn

Holiday

Come Raise A Glass
After Class
BLACK & TAN

solo performance

Buy the 1st pint for $4.N
and keep the glass.
Refills are only $3.9

"CAN!
SPEAK
FOR YOU
BROTHER?"
Dec. 7th, 8pm

Thursday At
f8:00pm.
LIVE BANDS
at Thursday

4

University Theatre
For more Info . call the ASPB Events

Ar

Faire

Featured beer of the week:

Phillip Walker

4

Lln8 408 514-r20

THE HIPNOTICS

Monday, Dec. 5

Friday

through

SPANKING MACHINE

Friday Dec. 9,1994

Saturday is COLLEGE NIGHT

Student Union San Jose State Univers,ty

D.J. from KSCU

(Kg

Bands

Entertainment
Student Union Lower Level
9:30 A.M. to 5 P.M. each day

start at 9:30pm

COS S

4

31 E. Santa Clara Street, Downtown San Jose
293-1118 Between 1st and 2nd Street

111
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VOLUNTEERS
BE A FRIEND!
Canng and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental Illness become
independenti flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287.2132.
IRANIAN STUDBITS Please Help!
A 5 year old girl will die without a
tone-marrow transplant. Contact
your local Blood Bank & ask how
you can help.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDOIT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800) 655-3225.
ADOPTION: We’re
happily
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be
a surrogate for a childless
couple. Must be at least 21.
Bay area. $14,000 paid. Call:
1-800308-7367.

FOR SALE
ACOUSTIC GUITAR. brand new, steel
string western style. w/bag: $165.
Regular $275. Cal 408-629-6350.
APPLE PVIRBK 170 85/8 w/builtin
n3chrgable bat Sollvere. $1500 cto.
Tcry 408.9248610 pg 5102448037
SPILLED INK - a creative thought
journal, is taking over the best
minds of our generation. Available
0 Spartan Bookstore $3. Or mail
to P.O. Bar 8362 San.bse,CA 95155.
FUTON, NEW, 6’ FUTON & FRAME
Fabric choice. Full set $119.
Queen set $1.29. (408) 926-1951.

AUTO FOR SALE
MITSUBISH STARION 87 trbo
Wht, loaded, new trbo, tires. 103k
mi. Records. $4950/obo. Felix:
277-6230 / pgr. 865-7636.
DATSUN ’80 510 WAGON, 4
sod. Runs tint, great shape! New
tires. $1500. 415-966-1359.

EMPLOYMENT
CASHIERS. Applications now being
accepted for temporary cashiers,
at $8.50 an hour! Stanford Bookstore 1.800-533-2670 Ext. 322,
Kira Emery.
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR Start
Jan, 9. P/T inst. for elem. schools.
Degree NOT required. Call voice
mail 408450.2411 EOE/AAE,

Phone: 924-3277 1111FAX: 924-

ATM SANTA CRUZ CO. STU:ENT&
Internship with Stock Broker.
6 week program, great resume
builder. Call Mr. Howard 0
408-426-4500a 1-8034883436.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Tomes Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:36
10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
CASHIERS NEEDED
4th & Make a difference while making a
Santa Clara Chevron, for week- Keg. 288-7882. EOE.
ends and weekdays, mid shift.
Stop by or call 295.3964.
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE now
hiring for temporary positions in
CAMPUS REP. Join an exciting the Text/Warehouse Depts.
and growing company, & develop Dec. -Feb. $5.02/hr. Flexible hrs.
new sources of reprographics at Apply at Bookstore Office.
San Jose State University.
Qualified nand Metes should have: BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Previous retail sales experience, Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve, 1 or 2
Some experience operating copy week classes. (415) 968-9933.
and/or binding machines.
International Bartenders School.
Positive upbeat attitude,
Strong communication skills,
SALES SPORTS
Customer service oriented,
FUN PART TIME JOB
Ability to work in a fast paced
Helping U.S.A Amateur Athletes
environment,
with training opportunities to
Active participation in campus
prepare for Memational &
activities.
hopefully, Olympic competitions
Be able to commit to 20 hours
5.9 Mon-Fri + 10.2 Sat
per week,
EARN $6.00- 512.00hr
Desire to develop strong
Manager 18+ w/ car
marketing skills,
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
VVilfingness to participate in a
SCOTT (408)982-9601.
sixweek paid training Program.
We offer competitive hourly rates GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
plus bonus based on sales
America’s largest dinner delivery
production. Apply in person and
service. We deliver dinners from
complete an application.
restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays,
COPY MAT
& Marie Callenders to homes &
119 East San Carlos St.
businesses. Many SJSU students
San Jose
have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
(408) 998-1844
work environment. You can too. Okr
Fax (408)998-5573.
meiticrts are pert time in the &trigs
Cal this ratified sticcrd. 369-9401.
TELEMAIMEITIG Repreeentadves Motile Walter/Waltress: Deliver
No experience necessary. High from the restaurant to the a/dome’s
commission with base salary. home or business. Earn 59-512/hr
Work part-time flexible hours. hour. You must be at least 18, have
Must speak Hindi/Punjabi/Urdu your own car, ins. & ro more thin one
and English. Near SJSU. Call ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
408-971-4755.
Cupertno/Camptel mar So.li Son
Jose. Cash tips nighty!!! 369.9401.
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE now
accepting applications for Spring PART TIME HELP NEEDED!
Sem. Part-time flexible hrs. Accounting Manager needs assisavailable. $5.02/hr. Apply at tant who is detail-oriented, comBookstore Office.
puter literate with some accounting knowledge, for data entry, filHOUDAY HELP START TODAY! ing. A/P functions, special pro$ Part-time / Full-time $
jects, and backup for receptionist.
Training Provided
Flexible hours. Call Darlene MacCall Ryan at 298.0537
Donald at Battenberg, Fillhardt &
for an interview.
Wright, Inc., (408) 287-8500
between lprn-4pm.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
Full-time / Part-time
general office, computers, good
Apply. Mon. Fn., 8am. - 5pm.
with details. 57.15/ hour. 15-20
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
hr/wk. Call 243-9173,
(408)286-5880
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
BUOY WORKING WITH CHKDREPO Growing company has immediate
Small World Schools is currently openings with high pay and
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for flexible hours. Perfect for a
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of college schedule (1025 hrs/wk)
shifts available in San Jose, Bel*Starting Pay $10.50*
mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Nso No experience is necessary - -hiring for substitutes - flexible training will be provided!!!
scheduling does not interfere with We also offer internships and
school obligations Prefer 1.2 ECE 100 corporate scholarships each
or 6 ECE completed + current year. Call 280-5195.
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
$1500 WEEKLY possible,
growth opportunities! Please call
mailing our circulars!
403257-7326 to schedule interview.
For info call 202-298-8933.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $1.20/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-374-1900. M-F, 8-5pm.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply. Mon.- Fri. 8am - 5pm.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Neer 101 at Sari Tomas Expressway.

QUIET, 7 BLOCKS FROM SJSUI
295 E. Younger Ave. corner of N.
7th St. Clean, new paint,
refrigerators, electric stoves,
w/w carpets, blinds, CABLE.
Fum, studio for 1 $600.
1 bdrm. & carport 2 - $650.
Call 1-415-355.0171.
ROOM TO ROAM!
Over 1100 sq. ft. of livirg space
in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
Split master suites,w/d, a/c &more.
Woodland Meadow
408-441-7600.

DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
ME SPARTAN DAILY is accepting
applicaticre b Spring 95 semester.
HOURS: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
DAYS: Monday through Friday.
PAY: 95.00/hour. Pad monthly.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newspapers
Into the campus recycling bins.
Cal. License & DMV printout is
required, If hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall.
Room 203, now through January
16,1995. For info: call 924-3277or
924-3283.
GENERAL OFFICE- PART TIME
Flexible hours between 9- 4 for
Law Office. Computer literate,
basic accounting knowledge,
408.286.9620.
CHILD STUDY MA/Oft. Teddy Bear
Horne Preschool needs en assist.
AV, 2:30-5:30. SupeMse snack,
activities, clean up. Bascom &
Curtner. Call Alice 559.4854.

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800.777-7901.

2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
campus. Includes water. garbage Research/Edlgra/Proofreading
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
Write Now, (408) 7380436.
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200 WRITING ASSISTANCE any
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
1 DORM APT $500 mo/S500 dep. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Carport/Laundry/Close to dwntn. college teacher) assists with
Neer 280/87. Qt bcation 226-6818. research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
SORORITIES / FRATERNITIES Convenient Peninsula location.
House for rent 1/1/95. Parking. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
8 bdrm, 5 bath, storage. TV rm, Samples & references available.
meet rm. S. Seth St. 2532449.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. for free phone consultation:
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba.$7454795/mo. (415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean. Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
roomy & remodeled. Security type No more missed messages!
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors. Rent your own private, passwordLaundry facilities. Cable T.V. protected voice mail box
Ample parking. We take advance (*3 month minimum). Pager
deposits. Call 288.9157,
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. recorded message. 24 hour
in landmark bldg. Huge windows, access. 408-261.9880.
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, Credit Union offers special
gated covered parking, laundry rates on Auto. Personal, and
room.Great views! 1 blk from Consolidation Loans, plus CDs
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from and Share Accounts for SJSU
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower students and alumni. Please
297-4705.
call (408)947.7273.
MUST SEE TO SOAVE! 2 blks to
SJSU. 201 Wm apts. 9595/ mo.
Newly remodeled. All new: carpet,
lino, blinds, appliances, oak cabs
nets, bathrooms, etc. Security
lighting. Laundry, underground
parking. 633 S. 8th St 272-8716.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
now accepting students wishing
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate, and
Advanced welcome. All styles
including: Rock, Jazz, Blues,
Funk, Reggae, Fusion, and
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.

GREAT VALUE!
A comfortable home at a
reasonable rate. Studios,
1 bdrms. and 2 bdrms.
Available now. Call
TIMBERWOOD APTS.
408-5784800.

MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back . Chest - Up Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
ROYALE APTS. Laundry room. receive 1.6% discount. Fire appt.
Free cable. Rent starting at $725. 1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
a month. 9th & E. William St. Call 1994. Hair Today Gone 1.(11111011rW,
Robert or Tricia: 971-0869.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)379.3500.

ROOMMATES

RENTAL HOUSING

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
5150.-5225. weekly, working
17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.

RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408) 356-2874.

P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Available. Broad Academic
background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General
X-LO 2 BDRM. 1 1/2 BA. New knowledge of library databases
remodel. Clean, quiet, all student and bibliography materials.
apt. $795./mo., $300./dep. Excellent References. Call:
Must see! Call Chris 2581331.
(415) 327-4609.

ROSE GARDEN HOME if needed, NS,
no sets, own morn & bath, 1/2 util.
CELLULAR/PAGER SALES $575. + dep. Aar Jan 1st, 2597893.
positions. Currently hiring for new
downtown location. Outside sales. LARGE ROOM FOR 5.15U student
100% commission. Your own 1/2 block to callous, rice, dean apt.
hours. Write your own check. AC, pool, parking $310. 27911 C5,
9380100, ask for Todd or Rob.
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI easy going M/F Non-smoker to
Join Silicon Valley robes Coalition’s share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet Wilcampaign to protect the Valley’s low Glen, near it. rail. $350./mo.
failing ground water. Committed 265-8553.
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a
REAL ESTATE
288.7882. EOE,
S BR/2BA VICTORIAN, Over
RETAL SALES- AQUARIUM & PET 2100 sq. ft., 2 car garage, corner
sip. 3 openings - trainee to sentr, on lot. 899 So. 9th St. SanJose.
the job training - flex hours. 20 to $184.950. Call Helen 268.5550
40 hrs, a week available. Bangkok or 268-5720.
Aquarium 8,Pet. 1.224 So. Bascom.
UNIQUE PROPERTY, 1/4 acre lot.
4 bdrm. 2 1/2 bath. New: roof,
carpets, paint. Remodeled kitchen
& bath. 18x20 wkshp. 2028
GATEWAY APTS. Free cable. Starfish Ct. San Jose. $219,950.
Laundry room. Rent starting at Helen: 268-5550 or 268-5720.
5750./mo. 4th and E. William St.
947-0803, Noel or Rosalind Luna.

YOUTH PROGRAM DIRECTOR for
homeless children. Part-time,
MARKETING
$10/hr. Resume/letter to: Dept.
SP, 1310 So. Bascom, San Jose Environmental/NJtrition Co. seeking
outgoing
individuals
with outstand95128 AA/EOE
ing leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
CLERICAL Applications now being train. Telecommunication positions
accepted for temporary clerical also available reselling surplus
help at $7.00 an hour. Applications digital long distance service of top
available at Stanford University long distance carriers. PT/FT, will 2 Becirown Ambient $750/n
Security type building
Iran. Call Mark 408-733.3933.
Bookstore, Stanford CA 94305
Secure Parking
Close In
YOUTH BASKETBALL REFEREE: HEALTH CLUB COUNTERPERSON
Modern Building
Jan. 7 to March 18. Games on Sat. P/T Eterirgs & Weekends Fie( Inas
No No. necessary $500 to $7.00 WANTED: Self-motivated, out- Free Basic Cable service
going team player. Will train. Laundry Room
per hour. For info call 226-9622.
APPLY: Mon. - Fri. 10am - 4pm. Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
DELIVERY DRIVERS & COUNTER 199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View. (408) 295-6893.
help, MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA.
Earn up to $8.00 per hour in
wages, tips and commissions.
Apply in person at 2011 Naglee
ave. (at N. Bascom) San Jose.
YOUTH BASKETBALL Coordinator:
Plan, organize Jr. High BB. Eves
& weekends. 15 - 20 hr/wk.
$6.90 $10.35/hr. For appl. or
more information, call 226.9622.
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SERVICES

AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts,
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara,
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
261-4430.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
essays, theses. articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554, VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.

JNSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Serince
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multibar"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first.
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
408.246.6644 ask for Randy.
or page 408951-8003 anytime!
’Can’t get away? I’ll go to you!

Certain advertisements in
thew columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, wagon making
these further contact, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate al fIrms
offering employment listings
a:coupons for discount
locations or merchandise.
$50.00 STUDOIT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA alSURNICEBROKEFtAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni’ serving "Students"
...Talk to me, Ill help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc?
Call me, (Don) 408.247.3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. ony!
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New CitiVetS
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408)267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

TRAVEL

ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Are you tired of neck pain,
headaches and low back pain
from long hours of studying?
Come see Dr. Galla for a
Free Spinal Exam, 408-9984480
Bascom / 280.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
Feel better emotionally& physicalb.
Quick and affordable. drugless
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
booklet on chronic pain.
50% DISCOUNT1
Perrnanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
408.379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

WORD PROCESSING
I
HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 445-0707.
PRCfESSIONAI.Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

OLOOMMODOEOMMODOCJEIDOODOMO
DODE]=7770EIODOEIDOODOODEIMOOF1OF
OLI=ORM-1 IMODOODOEIEOMMEIDEFT17
OMOI !MOLOCH IMOODEIDECOODO=FlOn
Please check ./
one classification:

Neter,

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flea
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fkth day, rate Increases by $1 par day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 Irma: $110

Address
Cdli S Sittte

Zip cede

Send check or Money order to:
Spartan Dolly Classifieds
Si Joao State Unlvoralty
San Asa, CA 95192.0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente Hall Rooms 209
MI Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
IN QUESTIONS? CALL 14011) 9244277

NOT /UST WORD PROCESSING
Turab!an. Cnicago. etc.
Resumes, cover letters, term
pews. theses, and much more.
Word and FrameMaker can
rnpat. convert &oda diskettes.
Illustration and graphics.
We are professional writers/
editors with scientific and
liberal arts backgrounds. We’ll
listen to you, and we moot
deadlines. Two blocks from
campus. Japanese services
available. Call Brian or
Wallace at 408.294.5964.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser
printing. Free spell check and
storage. APA. Turabian and other
formats. Resumes, editing.
graphics and other services
available. Masterson’s Word
Processing. Call Paul or Virginia
4082516449

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
*Term papers Group projects
’Thesis Letters Applications
’Resumes ’Tape transcription. et.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5858.

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects, etc. Transcription.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers ’Group projects
*Thesis ’Letters Applications
’Resumes Tape transcription. etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.

SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
94-95 Whistler Canada - January
8-13. Air. 5 nights &lift passes:
$449. Also discounts at local
stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
Ski Club has planned trips to
Tahoe, parties, gatherings & more. 20 IRS PROFESSIONAL Experience.
For info call Mark at 924-8225.
Typing & transcnption for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES binding & FAX available. Pick up
Lowest Air Fares Available
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Call for Quotes
Timeliness & satisfaction
We Deliver
guaranteed. Tutoring available
Western Union Money Transfer
in some subjects. Contact Candi
United Express Travel Agency at (408) 3696614.
(408)279-2101.
CALL MARCIA 266.9448
for Word Processing Services
ENTERTAINMENT
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
MISS YOUR SOAP?
APA Tumbler MLA
Call the Soap HoUine at
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
1600-226.0906 ed. 319.
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
Must be 18. 91.98/min. Max 2
Will also edit disks.
min/3.96. Touch Tone required.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
International Students Welcome
HEALTH/BEAUTY
10 minutes from campus!

Print yaw ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rata*: 3-line minimum
One
Two Throe
Day
Days
Days
$5
$7
$9
3 lkwe
$6
$10
$S
4 lines
$7
$11
ilinas
$9
$12
$10
Nowa
US
$1 for each additional line

AFFORDABLE EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes,
Letters, Manuscripts, etc.
WordPerfect 5.1, HP Laser II. All
formats. specializing in APA.
Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free. depexiable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 2472681 (8.3m8pm). Plus
Save Additions’ ID% Per Referral’

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek V ,sages _Roommates*
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found" _HealtryBeauty
_Ride Share.
_Volunteers*
_For Sales
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertanment
_Electronics*
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Processing
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Spacial student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost at Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

in person in

TYPING
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
A job well done always. Call Jane
(4081937.0373 anytime!

SCHOLARSHIPS
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES’
Learn how to find little known
grants and scholarships on
your own or by using a low
cost matching service. Call
1600-4431145 Ext. 4 153. Oost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Must be 18 or older. Infoservice,
Los Angeles, CA,
SCHOLARSMP MONEY LOW PRICE
Money back guarantee. Refer 3
friends it’s free. 408.736-4855,
$S BILLIONS available for your
education, all students qualify!
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
grants available. No repayments,
ever. Qualify immediately. Call
1.806243.2435.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
Money is waiting for you right now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
HAYWARDFRBIONTUNION CITY
For FREE literature and
Wordprocessing and typing,
application package,
All work accepted!! Reports
CALL NOW! 4082922400
Theses Proficient with APA.
leave name, address, phone.
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround; COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me available. Recorded message
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. gives details. 516490-2685 ext
Suzanne Scott 510/4416504, 112. "Shadowhawk Enterprises"

answers irli appear in the next issue.
ACROSS
1 Navajo lodge
6 Splendor
10 Applaud
14 "Carmen" or
"Aida"
15 Diva’s song
16 Own
17 Hoodlums
18 Archer
William 19 At the peak of
20 Superlative
ending
21 Monetary gift for
a student
24 Hawaiian feasts
26 Funny play
27 Celestial being
29 Energy sources
31 Intends
32 Pass, as time
34 TV extraterrestrial
37 Shine
39 Commotion
40 Its capital is
Damascus
42 Long time
43 Not present
46 Gets older
47 Jogs
48 Most capable
50 Beset
53 Foreign
54 Enthralled by
the theater
57 Metallic element
60 - it (improvise)
61 Layer
62 Superior
64 Away from the
wind
65 Napoleon’s
place of exile
66 Extend a
subscription
67 Social misfit
68 Actua
69 F Inc i igh

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ROM ODOM@ MOOR
ORM 001300 OMMM
MUM 00OMOOMMOU
DOOM @MO
UMORIO
OMMOO 00O111
MON= MOMMUORM
00141110 mouip mum
Boo
Mama
oum
@WM 140140 ODOM
OMMUUMMO
DOOM 6100MO
1012010M
OMM RIM=
MMOOMMOI;IMM tatii
DIAMM BOUM W00111
BIBMI MUM@ MOM
12 7 94

crea

DOWN
1 Optimism
2 Musical
composition
3 Sirs
4 Neighbor of Mo
5 Capital of the
Bahamas
6 Trails
7 Chocolate
cookie
8 Factory
9 Royal
residences
10 Gorges
11 Machine for
shaping
12 Steer clear of
13 Full of life
22 Raise to the
third power
23 Actors’ parts
25 - Minor
constellation
27 Zoo enclosure
28 City is Hawair

Feature Synth..

30’- my word,
33 Endure
34 Gaucho’s
country
35 Fibs
36 Quick
38 Lisa - Presley
41 Harvard rival
44 Pillow
45 Bath powder
47 Earmarked
49 Cyclists
50 Nile dam
51 Fence steps
52 More sensible
53 Pertaining to
the ear
55 Floor-covering
piece
56 McEntire of
country music
58 Roman road
Fresh
59
information
63 Zodiac sign

r’,1 Pa es

EMMEN MEM MINIM
=MUM ME= ME=
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MI= IMMEMMOMMIIM
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MIME MOM= Mild
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Presidents: Tough job faces campus leader Nominees
From page 1
sons for the frequent turnover.
He said it is not unusual for a
dean at Iowa State University to
make more money than a CSU
president.
In 1992, CSU presidents were
paid an average of $120,000. At
that time, the national average
was $145,000.
McCarthy said the CSU system is still below the 1992
national average. This is despite
an 8 percent raise in April of
this year, which is the first raise
presidents have received in four
years.
The chancellor’s office compares CSU presidential salaries
with 20 other state universities
around the United States,
N.J.,
including
Rutgers
in
Cleveland State in Ohio, and
Wayne State in Michigan
"On the one hand, it sounds
like a lot of money," MacCarthy
said. "But when you’re looking
at hiring people, you have to
look at the marketplace. It’s difficult to recruit and retain people. That’s the problem we’ve
come up against."
Many CSU presidents, he
said, are sometimes driven to
transfer to a smaller, private
college or an early retirement,
as was the case with former

SJSU president Gail Fullerton,
Being a president. MacCarthy
who retired in Fall 1991.
said, "involves a rare combinaMacCarthy said the CSU may tion of skills. It’s a very dauntexpect too much of its presi- ing, challenging job."
Considering all this, why
dents.
"What we ask of our presi- would someone put themselves
dents is probably at the top end to the task of being president of
of the scale," MacCarthy said. a CSU campus?
Alexander Gonzalez, one of
"The reason hinges on a numthe SJSU preber of things
sidential candi"We’re asking our pre- ’I think that people
dates, doesn’t
to who are willing to take
think being presidents
sident will be
find," he said,
more
much
"in a very the challenge in tough
stressful
than
serious way, times are people who
his current posimore
many
are
serious
about
ways to be
tion as provost
and vice presimore produc- trying to make a
dent of acaderntive and ef- difference.’
ic affairs at Cal
ficient."
Horace Mitchell
State Fresno.
Part of a
5JS1 prealdential
"I’m committed
presiCSU
to the CSU. I
dent’s duty is
to be the primary fund raiser think now, more than ever, you
for the campus. The CSU sys- need people committed to the
tem requires its presidents to system. It’s going to take people
raise an amount equal to 10 per- with that kind of commitment
cent of their annual budgets.
to move the system forward,"
In addition, MacCarthy said, he said.
presidents wear multiple hats.
Gonzalez is not dismayed at
They are the chief academic the thought of the pressures
officers; they shape the univer- that come with the job. His
sity’s profile and image and are secret is to "maintain the stress
the one person who deals with without the distress. You can’t
union, legal and academic let it (stress) become dysfuncissues.
tional."

Horace Mitchell, another candidate for president at SJSU,
shares Gonzalez’s feelings.
Mitchell, vice chancellor at
University of California, Irvine,
said, "That’s not any different at
all from what we’re expected in
the UC. I think that people who
are willing to take the challenge
in tough times are people who
are serious about trying to
make a difference."
However, at least one CSU
president thinks the demands
of the job may be too much.
Milton Gordon, president of
Cal State Fullerton, has considered throwing in the towel since
becoming president of the campus four years ago.
"Has it crossed my mind?
Absolutely," he said in a Wall
Street Journal article dated
Dec. 1.
Burning out as president
is not a phenomenon limited
to the CSU system. Neil
J. Rudenstine, Harvard University’s president, began an
indefinite leave of absence,
citing "severe fatigue and
exhaustion."
Harvard had recently started
a five-year $2.1 billion fund-raising drive in which, Rudenstine
said, required him to raise nearly $1 million a day.

Judge sentences Florida man to death
for shooting of abortion clinic doctor
PENSACOLA, Ha. (AP) His
usual bemused smile wiped off
his face, Paul Hill listened with a
bored look Tuesday as a judge
sentenced him to the electric
chair for blowing out the brains
of an abortion doctor and his
bodyguard.
"May God have mercy on
your soul," Circuit Judge Frank
Bell intoned.
Moments later, an abortion
foe shouted that Hill’s blood
would be on the hands of
the judge, the jury and the

people of Florida.
Shackled at his feet, the 40year-old Hill stood impassively
in his drab green jail jumpsuit
as Bell explained to the former
minister why he had rejected
the only other sentencing
option, life in prison without
parole.
Last month a jury unanimously recommended that Hill be
executed.
Bell recounted the July 29
ambush outside a Pensacola
abortion clinic, the second anti-

abortion slaying in the Florida
Panhandle city. He said Hill
paused briefly in the parking lot
of the Ladies Center to contemplate the carnage before throwing down his shotgun and calmly walking off.
"The defendant was looking
at what he had accomplished
with pride and satisfaction," the
judge said.
Hill, who represented himself
with a smile in the state
case an: a related federal trial
but offered no evidence and

Customs officials discover cocaine
in belly of sick English sheepdog
NEW YORK (AP) Customs
agents have found drugs stuffed
into bras and boa constrictors.
They’ve seen them laminated
into surfboards and plastic
clocks. They’ve even pulled
them out of human stomachs.
Still, they were taken aback
by their latest find, 5 pounds of
cocaine surgically implanted in
the belly of an Old English
sheepdog.
"I’ve seen cases of tropical

fish that were force-fed with
cocaine, and we once found it in
a box of poisonous snakes, but I
don’t recall a mammal ever
being used to smuggle drugs,"
said Harold Badaraco, a deputy
customs inspector at Kennedy
Airport.
Customs spokeswoman Janet
Rapaport said the discovery
was the first known case of a
dog being used to smuggle
cocaine through a New York air-

port. There was a case in Miami
several years ago involving
horses carrying heroin in their
anal cavities.
Credit
for stopping the
cocaine dog went to Customs
officer Michael Moloney. He was
on overnight duty at JFK on
Dec. 1 when he noticed the animal, which had arrived ill and
lethargic aboard Avianca Flight
020 from Bogota, Colombia,
with a strange bulge in its belly.

Kuwait votes
down student
segregation
KUWAIT (AP) In a major
blow to
unexpected
and
Muslim fundamentalists, Parliament killed a bill to segregate male and female students
in the classrooms, libraries
and restaurants at Kuwait
University.
The vote Tuesday was 20-20,
with 12 Cabinet ministers
among the opponents. Under
Kuwaiti law, a tie without
abstentions means a bill is
voted down. Ten members of
parliament were absent.
Parliament passed the bill
on its first reading last week
when fewer ministers and
more Islamic legislators were
in attendance. The bill had
been widely expected to win
final parliamentary approval
Tuesday.
Fundamentalist lawmakers,
who have 19 of parliament’s
seats, blamed Tuesday’s turnaround on the government,
which does not want Islamic
religious law to be the sole
source of legislation.
Enraged Islamic lawmakers
sought a second poll, but were
voted down.

cross-examined no witnesses,
declined to speak at his sentencing.
Hill, a former minister in
the Presbyterian Church in
America and Orthodox Presbyterian Church, has contended
he was justified in killing
Dr. John Bayard Britton, 69,
and retired Air Force Lt. Col.
James Barrett, 74, to prevent
abortions. He wasn’t allowed
to make that argument to
jurors, however, because abortion is legal.

From page 1
are:
Alexander Gonzales, 49,
provost and vice president of
academic affairs, Cal State
Fresno.
J. Handel Evans, 56, president of SJSU.
Robert Caret, 47, provost
and executive vice president,
Towson
State
University,
Towson, Md.
III Horace Mitchell, 50, vice
chancellor for student affairs
and campus life, University of
California, Irvine.
Gonzales was happy to be
one of the four. "I’m still in the
running," he said.
He said having four candidates reflects well on the job
the advisory committee did. "I
think (four candidates) makes
sense," he said. "To me, it indi-

Court to consider retrial
in itrailside killer’ case
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The state Supreme Court will
hear a prosecutor’s appeal
Thursday of an order granting a new trial on one of two
death
sentences
against
David Carpenter, convicted
of seven "trailside killer"
slayings in Mann and Santa
Cruz counties.
Carpenter, 64, of San
Francisco, was convicted of
murdering four people on
trails at Point Reyes National
Seashore and a fifth on
Mount Tamapais in October
and November 1980. Police
said two of the victims were
raped before they were killed
and a third was the target of
an attempted rape.
He was also convicted of
murdering two women in
Santa Cruz County in March
and May 1981. The second
victim’s boyfriend survived
the shooting and identified
Carpenter.
Carpenter’s appeal of his
death sentence in the Santa

You need an eye exam
every year anyway.

Cruz case, which was tried in
Los Angeles County, is pending before the state’s high
court.
But in the Mann case,
which was tried in San Diego
County, Superior Court Judge
Herbert Hoffman ordered a
new trial, saying one of the
jurors had learned about
Carpenter’s convictions in
Los Angeles.
A friend quoted the juror,
Barbara Durham, as saying
during the trial, "I’m not
supposed to know this, but
the defendant has been convicted of doing the same
thing in another county."
Durham has denied saying
any such thing.
Oral arguments are scheduled Thursday before the
state Supreme Court on the
Mann County district attorney’s appeal, which seeks
to overturn Hoffman’s or.
der and reinstate Carpenter’s convictions and death
sentence.
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cates it’s a good pool."
Mitchell was also happy to
be selected. "I’m glad. I’m in the
game," he said. "I look forward
to meeting with the CSU
Trustees to share with them
how I could provide leadership
to San Jose State."
Now that the advisory committee has made their recommendations to the trustees, its
work is finished. Committee
member Terry Christensen said
are
members
committee
"pleased" and "tired."
Christensen, chair of SJSU’s
Political Science Department,
said he and other committee
members appreciated the campus turnout at the five openforum meetings held last week
for the candidates.
Evans and Caret were not
available for comment.
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